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I. In the news: Russia v. Ukraine
II. Contract as policy
III. Old and new challenges
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I. Law Debenture Trust v. Ukraine (2017)



• “Troubling circumstances” of the issuance are 
not justiciable under English law

• Tradable character of the Notes precludes the 
court from implying a duty for Russia not to 
impede Ukraine’s ability to pay it back

I. Law Debenture Trust v. Ukraine (2017)



I. Now What?

• Will Ukraine pay?
– Not any time soon

• Can Russia block payments to Ukraine’s $15 bn
restructured bond holders?
– Pari passu clause

• If Ukraine paid Russia more on the $3 bn Notes, 
can restructured bond holders get more too?
– Most Favored Creditor and Collective Action Clauses

• What about $1 bn from the IMF (TBA Monday)?



I. Contracts Unusually Important in 
Sovereign Debt

• No treaty bankruptcy
• Contracts are hard law
• History of successful (?) intervention
• Enforcement challenge
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II. Contract as Policy
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II. Three Waves of Contract Change

2001-2003: Shift to Issue-by-Issue CACs in NY; ferment in 
London (response to Argentina) – EM and EU foreign-law 
bonds

• Need 15-25%+ of one issue to hold out

2010-2013: Shift to “Two-Limb” Euro-CACs in EU (response to 
Greece) – all new debt post 2013 (incl. domestic law)

• Need 50-55%+ of one issue to hold out

2012-2015: Shift to “Single-Limb” ICMA CACs and Pari Passu in 
NY and London (response to Greece and Argentina) – all 
foreign-law

• No holdouts



II. Three Waves of Contract Change
Source: IMF (2016)

77%

18%

5%

CAC ADOPTIONS IN FOREIGN-LAW BONDS, $1.032 TRILLION 
(OCTOBER 2016)

1st & 2d Wave 3rd Wave No change



II. Is Contract Reform a Good Way to 
Reform Debt/Debt Restructuring Policy?

• Private contracts are private
– Official sector has no comparative advantage drafting
– Limited information and accountability

• Standard-form contracts are hard to change
– Adoption is voluntary
– Stickiness

• When contracts change, they are rarely uniform
– “Payment”
– Fragmented interpretation and enforcement



II. Risk of Minor, Symbolic Change 
Displacing Substance 

[W]hether [issuers] include or exclude CACs 
meant not a hill of beans—which turned out to be 
the case. I thought it was entirely political.

Investment banker for a 2003 EM CAC issue (2005)



II. Can Contract Reform Backfire?
• Issue-by-Issue CAC bonds can be more susceptible 

to free-riding

• Confusion:
With the inclusion of collective action clauses, the type of 
‘holdout’ litigation at issue here is not likely to reoccur.

NML Capital Ltd. v. Republic of Argentina, 699 F.3d 246 (2d Cir. 2012)

• CACs in domestic law bonds may* operate as a 
constraint on governments’ ability to restructure

• Fear of signal leads to drowning all signal:
They posed the question: … would you add a seatbelt to 
your car? … Would you buy a bond from a very strange guy, 
sitting in a building wearing a helmet?

Small, high-income country debt manager, 2015
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III. Sovereign Debt Restructuring 
circa 2000



III. Old Regime

• Modules – incentives roughly matched remedies, 
relatively stable

• Sequencing
• Cross-conditionality
• IMF at the core

“For 30 years sovereign debt restructurings 
have gotten done.”



III. New World

• Modules break down
– Foreigners hold domestic debt
– Governments hold private debt
– New stakeholders
– Hybrid forms of financing

• Sequencing, cross-
conditionality weaken
– New stakeholders

• IMF shrinks relative to 
potential needs
– Implications of cofinancing

Photo: Melted Lego Bricks by MatthewHall2 Thingiverse.com

Moreover, the ECB has stated in its 
written observations that, in the 
context of a restructuring subject to 
CACs, it will always vote against a full 
or partial waiver of its claims.

Opinion of Advocate General Cruz Villalón (January 14, 2015)



Now What?

• Contract reform can be a good thing (and worth 
improving), but …

• It is no substitute for debt policy or regime 
design.

• It made some sense against the background of 
an informal institutional order, but …

• It cannot be the main tool for addressing the new 
challenges of that order breaking down.
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